Perception of dental visit pictures in children with autism spectrum disorder and their caretakers: A qualitative study
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Abstract

Objectives: One of the most common ways to communicate to children with autism spectrum disorder (ASD) is by using pictures. This study was conducted to identify the easiest perception of dental visit by children with ASD when using pictures as printed photographs.

Materials and Methods: Purposive sampling was used to recruit participants from a school for children with special needs in south Jakarta. Semi-structured interviews were conducted with 10 autistic children aged 13–17 years, 2 parents, and 2 teachers. Open-ended questions were asked to participants regarding pictures of dental clinic personnel and activity. Conversations were noted, tape recorded, and then categorized to extract a theme. The data were analyzed using Dedoose mixed methods software.

Results: Most respondents showed a positive perception of the dental visit pictures. Many of the pictures were easily recognized by children with ASD, but some failed to be understood. Caretakers not only gave their perception but also recommendations for improvement of the pictures.

Conclusions: Dental visit pictures could be used as useful communication tools for children with ASD. Based on the results, the pictures related to dental visit were generally easy to understand, however, some needed correction to be comprehensible.
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INTRODUCTION

Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) is a developmental disorder that includes impairment in two domains. The first domain is communication and social interaction and the second domain is restricted, repetitive patterns of behavior, interests, and activities. The impairment associated with ASD results in great difficulty to interact with other people and to understand or follow instructions. Therefore, affected children may be incapable of cooperating in dental setting; in addition, they show increased sensitivity to sound, light, and odors, features that are very common in a dental clinic.

An important characteristic of children with ASD is that they process information better visually than via the auditory channels. Therefore, children with ASD have been characterized as visual learners, i.e., they deal
with information more effectively if it is seen rather than heard.[8,9] Nevertheless, not all children with ASD are visual learners.[10,11] Visual supports are common tools in communicating to children with ASD. Pictures or photographs are a concrete method to be used when designing visual support for most children.[12] Another study concluded that electronic screen media could serve as distraction to reduce dental anxiety.[13]

A study with a different objective also used 20 photographs to show dental examination,[14] however, our study focused specifically on identifying pictures on a dental visit for children with ASD. The pictures were printed photograph showing various activities in a dental clinic. The dental equipment used for pictures were restricted to oral prophylaxis treatment.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Participants

Approval from the Research Ethics Committee of the Faculty of Dentistry of the Moestopo University was obtained prior to the study. A purposive sample of children with ASD were recruited from one school for children with special needs in South Jakarta. Ten children with ASD in that school, aged between 13 to 17 years, 8 males and 2 females were participating in this study. All of them were able to have verbal communication with different levels of capability.

Because qualitative description can be conducted on sample of almost any size, all ten children were included in this study.[15,16] Two female teachers and 2 female parents also participated in this study. Both teachers had educational background of teaching, with specialization in teaching children with special needs. They had experience in taking care of children with special needs for over 6 years. Parents involved in this study were mothers for 15 and 17 year old male children with ASD. The school Principal and parents received verbal and written information regarding the study. No incentives were given for participation in this study.

Interview

In-depth semi-structure interview were conducted while showing the pictures of dental clinic activities. Qualitative data collection methods, such as open-ended interviews, may be more effective for studies that involve special populations.[17] The interview was conducted with one child at a time, accompanied by his/her teacher in an empty classroom. The child sat alongside the teacher and the researcher sat in front of them. The researcher with the teacher’s help tried to communicate with the children and gather as much information as possible regarding their perception on dental clinic activities from the pictures. Teachers and parents as participants were also interviewed.

Questions and pictures

The researcher was prepared with photographs of dental clinic activities and a list of question points as guidance. In total, 32 pictures were used to show exterior clinic, visiting room, dentist and nurse, dental unit, and equipment. The subjects were asked whether they had visited a dentist/dental clinic or had any information about dentist and their clinic. Every conversation was recorded and noted. The question further extended into some specific conditions and activities in dental clinic.

Statistical analysis

Study data included reliably coded responses to open-ended questions. Interview transcripts were thematically analyzed using Dedoose mixed methods software. Based on interviews that were noted and tape recorded, the perception of participants of a dental clinic was categorized into some codes and subcodes. Codes were derived from the most frequent answer and subcodes were parts of the codes. Selection words for codes and subcodes were researcher’s choice for easy grouping. There were 8 codes and 19 subcodes. The 8 codes included reason for visiting, dental clinic exterior, dental visit purpose, waiting room, operating room, staff clinic, dental equipment, and encouragement. The 19 subcodes included environment, behavior, dentist, dental nurse, dental chair, treatment position, dental instrument, dental treatment, equipment sound, gargle, dental bib, mask, glove, lamp, and gift.

RESULTS

The results for this qualitative study were presented in non-numeric data. All participants had visited a dental clinic and also had dental treatment, except 1 boy (15 years old) who had no experience with a dentist, but had already visited a dental clinic to accompany a family member having a dental treatment. The participants were used to communicate with pictures. Most of them had been in school or followed many therapies for 8 to 10 years or even longer.

Questions and pictures

Questions given to the children were replied with various short answers. The short answers were noted
and recorded. In contrast, adult participants were very enthusiastic to give information based on their own experiences and their point of view as adults who always accompanied children with ASD.

Questions and pictures were given almost simultaneously. Many of the pictures could be well-recognized by the children and matched with their perception. Most respondents showed a positive perception of these dental visit pictures. Among the children participants, only one child refused to see a picture that showed dentist and said “no” for any question regarding a dentist.

Environment and children behavior

Most children were able to answer questions regarding behavior in the waiting room. Almost all of them said that they were not allowed to talk loudly or scream. They could understand well the meaning of picture that showed a dental nurse with her finger in front of her mouth [Figure 1].

Two adult participants commented on picture of dental clinic environment. A picture of the waiting room with an empty sofa and nothing on the wall were felt cold, not friendly, and no differences with any other sitting room environment. They suggested adding other activities like playing on something [Figure 2].

Dentist and dental nurse

The majority of the children were able to give description of a dentist but not clearly for dental nurse. They could well distinguish between dentist and dental nurse from the picture [Figure 3]. Another question was regarding mask and gloves that were essential for dentist and dental nurse. Most of them were unable to understand the question but they were able to point mask and gloves in picture [Figure 4]. Two adult participants commented revision to the picture. They suggested two pictures for explaining mask and gloves. The first picture showed a nurse without mask and gloves and second picture showed nurse with mask and gloves.

Dental chair and treatment position

More than half of the participants were able to answer the question regarding dental chair with some help. The researcher and teacher had to modify the question. The participants said that the dental chair was able to move to “sleep position,” but could not distinguish between the two pictures of upright and reclined seat position [Figures 5 and 6].

Figure 1: Quiet symbol
Figure 2: Children in waiting room
Figure 3: Dentist and dental nurse
Figure 4: Dental chair and treatment position
Figure 5: Upright dental chair
Figure 6: Reclined dental chair

Adult participants suggested revision for dental chair pictures. Comparison between upright and reclined position should be made more clear. According to them a child sitting in upright or reclined seat were more obvious than empty upright or reclined dental chair.
Most participating children were not able to describe the dental instruments. Additional pictures, like that of a sprayer or fan, or to explain a three-way syringe also failed to be understood [Figures 7-9]. Dental treatment picture showed a child with an open mouth and a three-way syringe in front of the mouth. No comment was received from the children to this picture. Parents and teachers also had no specific comments [Figure 10].

The question regarding the sound of equipment had to be modified. Researcher and teacher should explain the question with some gestures because not many children could understand the question. However, some could explain that the sound of equipment was hurting the ear. A parent commented that the picture showing a child closing his ears with hands. This photo should be dismissed because it can result in misinterpretation [Figure 11].

All children could explain well about the lamp. They could distinguish off and on light. With some help from the researcher and teacher, half of the children were able to say that the lamp was too bright and eyes should be closed [Figures 12 and 13].

Only 8 of the 10 children followed the interview session to the end. A boy refused to communicate and insisted to get back to his classroom for finishing the subjects that he studied before. Another boy was not willing to sit and just went around the school. Further, another boy could answer the questions but refused to see the picture of a dentist.

A functional magnetic resonance imaging study of fusiform face area in the ventral temporal cortex demonstrated that images from topics of interest would
elicit more robust response in children with ASD than in typical developing individuals having strong hobby or interest.\[^{18}\] This was taken to also suggest that brain regions related to social functioning may not be inherently less responsive in ASD but rather recruited by different environmental stimuli. In this study, we addressed the visual perception regarding dental visit activities from children with ASD and their caretakers. Many of the pictures for supporting visual aid were easily recognized by the children, but many also failed to be understood. Caretakers not only gave their perception but also recommendations for revision and improvement.

One of the pictures with no mistakes to understand was the picture of dental nurse with a finger in front
of her mouth. All children could explain the meaning and understood the gesture of the quiet symbol. This gesture seems universally familiar for these children. This is in line with the finding that individuals with ASD may understand visual instructions in the form of two-dimensional (written words, line drawing, picture) or three-dimensional (gesture or expression), although may have difficulty in understanding verbal instructions.[11]

A picture that showed a boy reading a book while sitting on a sofa in an empty room was commented by adult participants. The reason of this picture was to minimize distraction because children with ASD have increased difficulty with increasing processing demands.[19] The parents suggested adding furniture and another activity in the picture to make it more easily understandable. Parents opinion may be in line with the finding suggesting that children with ASD are capable of observational learning and can imitate such modelled responses.[20] Picture that is close to a real situation also fulfils their desire of sameness.[17] Almost similar reasoning applies to the picture that showed a boy closing his ears with his hands. Adults suggested to eliminate this picture because children with ASD have capability to imitate. This in line with a study that used a robot to educate children with ASD since they are able to imitate.[21] Two adults also suggested revision to the picture of dental nurse wearing mask and gloves. According to them it would be easier for the children with ASD to understand side-by-side pictures that would show a nurse without mask and gloves compared to a nurse with mask and gloves. Their suggestion may correspond to a study that found the ability of children with ASD in the detection of changes to a visual display.[22] This was proved in this study, especially in the picture of lamp on and off. These side-by-side pictures were very well distinguished by all the children participants. Burack stated that there is no differences in ability on a change detection task from side by side pictures between children with ASD and typically developing children.[22] Interestingly, the side-by-side pictures of upright and reclined dental chair was a little bit hard to recognize by children with ASD. In the picture of the dental chair, problem aroused from almost similar color from the chair upholstery and background wall. A study mentioned that children with ASD were less accurate in color perception.[23] For this picture, parents suggested that there should be a child sitting on the two positions of the dental chair.

The children with ASD are usually extremely sensitive to varying environmental factors and are very dependent on routine and continuity.[4] Thus, an unfamiliar person cannot easily make contact with them. This explained the need of the presence of a teacher during the interview for helping in communication. Children with ASD perform better on tasks that include consistent visual stimuli such as matching, object assembly, pattern analysis, and discrimination.[24] However, their weakness is in abstract thinking, communication, and social cognition.[7] This may explain why they did not understand the meaning of dental instrument working. Cartoon pictures like that of a fan or sprayer failed to be understood, possibly because these pictures needed too much abstract thinking.

One boy was able to answer the questions but rejected to see the picture of dentist. According to him, all doctors cause pain, although he had no experience of sitting in a dental chair. While his answer is logical in the sense that a dentist is also called “doctor” (dokter) in Indonesian, it may also have another reason that children with ASD are strong in associative learning.[9]

The dental visit pictures were also valuable to the parents because the pictures can make it easier for them to bring their children to the dentist. Through visualization, the actual dental procedure could be studied at home before visiting the clinic and to help the child to understand the different parts of the treatment.[14] There is some reason to be cautious about the meaning of parental comments because children with ASD have demonstrated weakness in visual learning.[25,26] Nevertheless, the parents gave many potentially useful suggestions to produce better and more easily understood pictures.

It could be argued that the results are weak in the sense that the responses are given by children with ASD, and therefore with varying cognitive abilities. However, there are no two autistic individuals that are the same, and so they may need different approaches in communication. Therefore the comments on pictures by the child participants and by the adults who take care of them are too precious to be ignored. The fact that the children were helped to answer the question could also be a potential weakness of this study. These pictures nevertheless appear to fulfil their special need for preparing bridges between anything new and the predictable. This study showed that some pictures of dental treatment were easily understood but some needed revision to be comprehensible. The pictures could be better by presenting them with extended means and tools to describe sensory feelings. Comprehensive and integrated treatment approaches might offer the greatest improvements.[25]

In the future research, the effectiveness of these dental visit pictures should be examined in wider age groups.
of children with ASD in real dental clinic situations. Evidence of the impact of the pictures may then be extended to more complicated dental treatments.

CONCLUSIONS

Many of the pictures on a visit to dental clinic were easily recognized by children with ASD, but some also failed to be understood. Caretakers not only gave their perception but also recommendations for improvement of the pictures. The results suggest that every activity in a dental clinic will be better accepted by the children with ASD if presented in an understandable picture format before having the real experience.
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